Fat Emboli with Thrombocytopenia in A Patient Undergoing Operation for A 1/3 Medial Humerus Oblique Fracture
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ABSTRACT

Fat embolism is a clinical syndrome characterized by the systemic spread of fat emboli which often occurs due to fractures in long bones. We report a 29 year old man with a diagnosis of a fracture of the medial third of the right humerus accompanied by thrombocytopenia which could be one of the clinical manifestations of pulmonary embolism. A 29 year old man came to the emergency room at RAA Soewondo Pati Regional Hospital with complaints of pain in his right hand 2 hours before entering the hospital. The patient felt pain after falling and slipping at home. Physical examination revealed tachycardia and tachypnea. Humeral x-ray revealed discontinuity in the medial 1/3 of the right humerus. The patient then underwent treatment for the fracture and the day after a routine blood test was carried out. Routine blood tests revealed thrombocytopenia. Fat embolism is a dangerous complication of long bone fractures. Often this fat embolism is not recognized until the patient shows symptoms in several systems, especially the respiratory system such as respiratory distress and neurological system disorders ranging from motor disorders to seizures. Apart from that, fat embolism can also disrupt the coagulation system so that thrombocytopenia can occur. In this patient there was tachypnea and thrombocytopenia which could be early symptoms of fat embolism. Fat embolism is a complication of long bone fractures that is rare but dangerous if not properly recognized. Immediate management of fractures and collaboration with anesthesiologists and internists are important to prevent fat embolism.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A humerus fracture is a discontinuity that occurs in the humerus bone. Humerus fractures account for 1-3% of all fractures that can occur in humans. ¹ There are 3 (three) parts where a fracture can occur in the humerus bone, namely the proximal part, the shaft and the distal part, where of these three fractures, the stem fracture is the most common fracture, accounting for 4-6% of all cases human fractures, especially in the young and elderly [1].

Humerus fractures can cause several complications, ranging from acute complications such as nerve injury, to rare complications such as fat embolism. Fat embolism is a clinical syndrome characterized by the systemic spread of fat emboli, where these emboli disrupt capillaries and affect microcirculation, causing a systemic inflammatory response [2]. This syndrome is most often experienced by patients with orthopedic trauma [3]. It is estimated that 67% of patients who experience orthopedic trauma have fat clots in their blood. Apart from pre-operatively, fat embolism can also occur intraoperatively during fracture management [4]. Fat embolism can cause blockage of blood vessels in various organs, including the central nervous and respiratory systems, which can cause seizures and respiratory distress 3.5 [5]. One way to prevent fat embolism is good perioperative preparation and treatment. We report a 29-year-old man with a fracture of the medial 1/3 of the humerus who was suspected of having fat embolism after open reduction and internal fixation surgery [6].
METHODS

Case Illustrations

A 29 year old man came to the emergency room at RAA Soewondo Pati Regional Hospital with complaints of pain in his right hand since 2 hours before entering the hospital. Pain felt after falling due to slipping at home [7]. When falling, the patient is in a position supporting his right hand. Before the fall the patient did not feel dizzy, and did not consume alcoholic drinks or drugs. Other complaints were denied. The patient also had no history of any disease and was immediately rushed to the emergency room after falling [8]. The patient has a habit of smoking 1 pack per day and works mostly in a sitting position [9].

Physical examination of vital signs revealed tachycardia and tachypnea. Organ examination is within normal limits. Localized status shows deformity, sharp pain on palpation, crepitation (+), and limited range of motion of the cubital and humeral joints. X-ray examination of the right antebrachii revealed discontinuity in the medial 1/3 of the humerus with lateral angulation [10]. Chest x-ray and EKG examination were within normal limits [11].

Figure 1. Humeral X-Ray Shows Discontinuity In The Medial 1/3 Of The Humeral Bone

Figure 2. Patient's Thorax X-ray is found to be within normal limits
The patient was then diagnosed with a complete closed fracture of the medial 1/3 of the right humerus and thrombocytopenia et cause suspected fat embolism [12]. The patient received Ringer Lactate infusion therapy 20 tpm, ketorolac injection 2x1 ampoule, esomeprazole injection 1x1 ampoule and was planned to be repositioned via open reduction internal fixation (ORIF) [13]. After a pre-operative examination by the anesthesia department, the patient then underwent the ORIF installation procedure on the same day [14]. After the operation is complete, the patient is then followed up by asking about his complaints and carrying out routine blood tests. From the anamnesis, it was found that the patient still complained of pain in his hand and it was still difficult to move. Routine blood tests revealed thrombocytopenia [15]. After close monitoring, the patient was sent home on the 5th day of treatment because there were no other complaints in the patient [16].

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fat embolism is a condition where there are fat particles in the microcirculation, and these fat particles can spread throughout the blood vessels that supply the body's organs, causing a collection of symptoms known as fat embolism syndrome (FES). There are 2 (two) body organs that are most often attacked, namely the respiratory system and the central nervous system, so that respiratory distress and acute changes in mental status can occur. Fat embolism is most often caused by orthopedic trauma with the most common causes being fractures of the long bones of the lower extremities, especially the femur, and less common causes being bone marrow transplant procedures, osteomyelitis, pancreatitis, alcoholic fatty liver and liposuction procedures [17]. The risk of FES which worsens orthopedic trauma is highest at the age of 10-40 years with the frequency of occurrence in men being greater than in women. 6,7 In this patient, the patient was 29 years old and male, and there was orthopedic trauma, namely a fracture of the humerus bone which could be the cause of fat embolism [18].

Although disease This long known, pathophysiology the occurrence of FES still occurs Not yet is known with Certain. There are 2 (two) theories Popular pathophysiology of FES, viz theory obstruction mechanic And injury biochemistry [19]. Theory obstruction mechanic state that cell existing fat in the marrow bone get access going to veins after trauma occurs. In his journey For until to this vein, cells fat that has pro- inflammatory effect And prothrombotic will trigger happen system coagulation, begins from aggregation platelets And formation fibrin threads, and Then stay in the circle arteries pulmonary [20]. Blockage arteries pulmonary This will cause happen bleeding and interstitial edema, alveolar disorders and narrowing vessels blood consequence lack of oxygen. The second theory, namely theory biochemical opinion that symptom clinical FES occurs Because circumstances inflammation [21]. Fat on marrow bone broken down by lipase enzymes and Then release sour fat free And glycerol which is poison [15]. Product poisonous this is what causes it organ dysfunction [21]. Manifestation clinical from fat embolism syndrome many kinds of depends from the organ system attacked, with multiple target organs are affected is system respiratory, system nerve center and system clumping blood. On in essence, manifestation clinical This happen consequence exists blockage And product poison like sour fat free And glycerol, so respiratory distress, encephalopathy, deficits occur neurological, petechiae, and disturbance other coagulation. On patient This obtained exists tachypnea with still saturation. Good without exists disturbance neurological like decline awareness or disturbance sensory, but on inspection laboratory obtained exists thrombocytopenia, where exists tachypnea And thrombocytopenia can leads to fat embolism [22].

Do operation repair (repair) to be governance main For prevent occurrence of FES, with fixation internal can reduce occurrence of FES. Patient This direct done ORIF surgery after the diagnosis is established, so the possibility of FES can reduced in a way significant [23]. Besides that, management of fat embolism covers governance supportive And pharmacology [24]. Governance existing pharmacology Now Still Not yet proven can prevent the occurrence of FES, such as giving anticoagulant like heparin does proven can reduce possibility the occurrence of FES and even Now Already No recommended Again Because effect side the bleeding. Giving corticosteroids can given with base mechanism anti-inflammatory action, however results from other research still controversial. Although Still controversial, some clinician still give methylprednisolone as FES prophylaxis before done operation, with dose varies from 6-90 mg/ kgbb [25]. Governance supportive become the only one possible therapy done if FES symptoms already developing, which includes supplementation oxygen For repair oxygenation, ventilation when patient experiencing respiratory distress [26]. Shock can happen on FES and required fluid resuscitation [27]. On patient This No there is respiratory distress, shock or disturbance neurological so that No given resuscitation fluid or giving ventilation mechanic [28].

Governance from facet anesthesia covers oxygenation if respiratory distress occurs. Measurement saturation oxygen with tool oximetry pulse can detect exists hypoxemia which is not recognized. If Already happen decline saturation, then need given therapy oxygen And provision of ventilators is possible done as action prevention if saturate patient No increase with therapy oxygen previously [29]. No There is specific ventilator strategy For treat respiratory distress due to fat embolism [30].

3. CONCLUSION

Fat embolism is Wrong One rare complications found on patient fracture, but will fatal if No recognized in a way early. Governance pharmacology No can prevent the occurrence of FES and if FES is complete happens, just can
done therapy supportive just. Introduction early, treat quick from fracture, as well collaboration with anesthesia And disease in become key main in prevent occurrence of fat embolism.
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